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2018 – Field Trip – Carmel Valley 
Group AA – Intermediate Group 

Judged by Doug Steakley 
11 images from 2 members 

 
List of “Rustic Architecture” images submitted:  2 
ft18-architecture-jnh.jpg 
ft18-architecture-wab.jpg 
 
Winning “Rustic Architecture” Image: 
1st—Jerry Heisel   

There are some nice elements to this image.  
The triangular shape formed by the plants works well and the green picks up the green in 
the building above.  
The red window is well composed and the color red effective because it is the 
complimentary color to the greens.  
The stones make a nice leading line from the lower right and the roof is level and frames 
the top of the image nicely.  
Altogether a strong photograph.  

 
 
List of “Photographer’s Choice” Images:  2 
ft18-choice-jnh.jpg 
ft18-choice-wab.jpg 
 
Winning “Photographer’s Choice” Image 
1st  William A. Brown 

This is a nice image of flowing water and a couple of granite boulders.  
The boulders are nicely placed in the scene, providing a diagonal line on the left.  
I am not sure the cropping this into a panoramic format was the right choice for this 
image, there is a lot of space on the right that does not add much to the scene.  
You might want to look at this again with a different aspect ratio.  
Just a mention of the stream should be sufficient and probably would tighten the image, 
making it stronger.  
The slower shutter speed of .6 seconds works well.  
One thing I often do with scenes like this, is take a series of images while changing the 
aperture. This will give a range of shutter speeds and you can then pick the best one 
later.  

 
 
List of “Four legs & a tail” Images: 1 
ft18-legs-wab.jpg 
 
Winning “Four Legs & a tail” Image:  
1st William A. Brown 

There was only one entry in this category and it is a nice close-up of a horse.  
I like the conversion to monochrome because the lighting is harsh, and the overall 
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composition is strong.  
You used appropriate settings for this image, but the horse seems a little soft.  
I am not sure where the point of focus is, perhaps in the mane, but be sure to focus on an 
animal’s eyes when taking shots like this.  
The rest of the image can be a little out of focus, but viewers always look at the eyes first.  

 
 
List of “Off the Beaten Path” Images:  2 
ft18-path-jnh.jpg 
ft18-path-wab.jpg 
 
Winning “Path” Image:  
1st William A. Brown 

This image tells a good story and the composition is well done.  
The horizon line is askew, which makes the fence posts lean.  
Generally it is a good idea to line these shots up carefully so verticals and horizontals 
are correct. You might turn on the grid screen in your camera’s settings as this will help.  
I would take the time to clone out the First Alarm sign—it was the first thing I saw and 
detracts from a good image.  
Take your time, be deliberate.  
Of course there is the possibility that you wanted the horizon line crooked, but this rarely 
works well.  

 
 
List of “Valley Views” Images:   2 
ft18-valley-jnh.jpg .jpg 
ft18-valley-wab.jpg 
 
Winning “Valley” Image: 
1st  William A. Brown 

I like this view of the CV River.  
The tree branches frame the image nicely and the blue water and sky work well together.  
I cannot tell if you used a polarizer or not, but this would be a situation where a polarizer 
would help by reducing glare on the water and probably darkening the sky.  
I think it also helps to shoot from a lower perspective.  
So often we (myself included), walk around with our tripods at standing eye level and 
shoot from there.  
Lowering the tripod offers a different perspective and one that is often more interesting 
for the viewer. 

 
 
List of “The Business of Wine” images:  2 
ft18-wine-jnh.jpg 
ft18-wine-wab.jpg 
 
Winning “Wine” Image: 
1st—Jerry Heisel        Gears Tasting Room 
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This is a nice image of the entry into the tasting room.  
I appreciate that the lines are straight and that the image is centered.  
If this were mine, I probably would adjust the exposure slightly to make it a little darker, 
but this is more a matter of personal taste.  
Another option would be to make a selection of the interior and then darken either the 
interior or exterior slightly, so there is more variation.  
Overall this is a nice image that speaks well to the business of wine in CV.  

 
 
The Overall Group AA Winning Images are: 
2nd place 
 William A. Brown—Carmel River – Valley View 
 
1st place 
 Jerry Heisel—Rustic Architecture 
 

Only first place in each category is awarded when less than eight images are submitted. 
 
 


